
 

Sixth Grade Math Words 

ratio coefficient 

unit rate substitution 

tape diagram dependent variable 

double number line independent variable 

diagram nets 

percent median 

greatest common mode 

factor range 

least common mean 

distributive property dot plot 

integer histogram 

positive number box plot 

negative number interquartile range 

opposite mean absolute deviation 

zero pair inequality 

absolute value surface area 

inequality unit rate 

exponents rate 

term proportion 

measurement conversion simple interest 

algorithm tax 

circumference scale drawing 

complementary angles supplementary angles 

adjacent angles vertical angles 

repeating decimal terminating decimal 

input output 

rotation reflection 

translation congruent 

similar outlier 
 

  



6
th

 Grade ELA Words 

vague implied 

thesis Greek/Latin affixes 

significance formal voice 

rubric figurative/connotative 

relevant evidence explicitly 

primary/secondary sources cues (non-linguistic/linguistic) 

preliminary determination credible 

plagiarism convey 

perceive conventions 

nuances coherent 

multiple meaning words cite 

informational text bibliographic 

textual Support bias 

rising action analysis 

falling action exposition 

author’s purpose climax 

resolution  
 

  



Seventh Grade Math Words 

markup surface area 

markdown sample population 

percent of increase random sampling 

percent of 
decrease variability 

gratuities probability 

commissions frequency 

percent error simple event 

additive inverse compound events 

multiplicative 
inverse tree diagram 

plane sections simulation 

rational number principle 

complex fraction transformations 

constant of 
proportionality permutation 

 
slope 

 

  



7
th

 Grade ELA Words 

alternate implement 

audience inconsistencies 

categorize influence 

clarify interact 

complexity literary 

composition manipulate 

conceptual/concept mature 

concise medium 

connotation/denotation mood (all ELA meanings) 

correspond relevant 

embellish segment 

explanatory structure 

explicit synthesize 

exposure technical 

figurative tone 

format unique 

function valid 
 

  



Eighth Grade Math Words 

irrational number congruent 

integer exponent dilation 

square root similar figures 

cube root transversal 

radical corresponding angles 

scientific notation interior 

y-intercept exterior 

slope-intercept form cone volume formula 

linear equation cylinder volume 

like terms sphere volume 

simultaneous linear scatter plot 

function positive association 

non-linear functions negative association 

rate of change line of best fit 

perfect Cube bivariate 

perfect Square measurement data 

distributive Property pre-Image 

inverse operations image 

solution parallel 

domain substitution 

legs of a triangle elimination 

hypotenuse clustering 

Pythagorean Theorem 
  

  



8
th
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allusions inference 

analogy irony 

argumentative literal/figurative 

bias memoir 

characterization relevant/irrelevant 

citation stereotype 

claim style 

connotation/denotation support 

explanatory/information symbolism 

expository transition words 

generalize satire 

imagery/sensory textual evidence 
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